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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
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Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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Powered by
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organizations in the
public health,
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disseminate, track,
and share trainings
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
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Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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network that provides
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training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.
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Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
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and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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health.
Powered by
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organizations in the
public health,
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disseminate, track,
and share trainings
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
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Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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Powered by
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organizations in the
public health,
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disseminate, track,
and share trainings
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management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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network that provides
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training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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training opportunities
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who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
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Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
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disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.
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Lots of hand outs– CEUs
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Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
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Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
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Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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network that provides
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training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
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disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.
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 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.
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Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
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Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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as I finished projects at work to
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 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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Powered by
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and share trainings
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
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Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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and share trainings
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
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Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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network that provides
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training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
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Foundation (PHF),
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Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
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disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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Powered by
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and share trainings
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
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Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
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Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
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and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
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The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.
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have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
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who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
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Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.
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reaching out the northern region.
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it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
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Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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Powered by
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organizations in the
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disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
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The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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training opportunities
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Powered by
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Foundation (PHF),
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organizations in the
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disseminate, track,
and share trainings
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
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The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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Powered by
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and share trainings
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
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Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.
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issues from my father’s death and
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 New and Review–
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We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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and for the health
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
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The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.
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on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.
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Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
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Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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training opportunities
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who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
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Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
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The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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network that provides
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training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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National News: Dec. ‘16

trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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and share trainings
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(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
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Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.

T h e N ew s l e t t e r
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!

T h e N ew s l e t t e r

MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.

Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps
PO Box 555
Hubbardston, MA 01452
Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
Web: wachusettmrc.org

Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28
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Wachusett Medical Reserve Corps

The Newsletter
We’ve been doing this for 10 years
and now for another 10 years...
The past 6 months has
been a lull time for the Wachusett
MRC. It falls on me as I had to
pull away to handle a lot of estate
issues from my father’s death and
as I finished projects at work to
move forward to retirement. But
it is a new year, with new energy,
and interestingly as I reviewed
our state of the Wachusett MRC,
some of that same review has
been going on at the national
level of the MRC.

January to March 2017
Special points of interest:
 We are on Facebook
(But don’t forget to
check the website too!)
 New and Review–
pathway for 2017
 CORI changes


We missed opportunities
for training last year and frankly
it was just because we didn’t have
a group of members who could
put the time into the planning.
Not just my issues but many of
our members were having babies,
coping with life changing illnesses, and new jobs. But we do need
to gather together to add to our
skills and knowledge.

There has been a review
on the national level of Core
Competencies that MRCs are being asked to utilize, that volunteers are being asked to complete
and that will allow the MRC program on the local and national
level to be more standardized for
better collaboration in the face of
an emergency.

With that said, I thought
that starting a new decade would
also be a good reason to review
some basics as well as add some
new directions. Many of the
MRCs have instituted a tier program for volunteers. This has
been found to be helpful for
MRCs when they are called to
help or to work with the community in a public health area. Helps
to match the need with the volunteers who have the skill or
knowledge .
The tiers or levels of expertise are simple enough.
Level 0-Newly joined or not having any skill in a certain area.
Level 1-Having an awareness of
the topic. Example: When we had
the training on CBRNE or on
some of the issues that a deaf person might have in an emergency.
Level 2– Having hands on skills
or knowledge that would be mentoring for others.
Level 3—Extensive level of
knowledge and skills that could
be used in a leadership role.
The goals are to get as
many as possible through level 1
to level 2. One MRC in another
state who developed trainings
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and programs to match the competencies found that about 10% at Level 0,
50% at level 1, and 20% each at levels 2
and 3 is a good balance for an MRC
that provided good skills for response
and outreach into the community.
So now the question is how to
achieve that? These competencies are
not new, what is new is the detail to
assist each MRC unit to have as many
volunteers as possible aware and
knowledgeable to assist with some level of confidence. I have posted the
competencies on the website
wachusettmrc.org under the newsletters tab and on the application page,
and also have put a link on our facebook page—Wachusett MedicalReserve Corps.
Starting in February, we will be
having meetings to review one of these
competencies. The plan is to offer one
every 6 weeks. To meet contact hour
criteria, each training will be 50
minutes. We will look for venues as
we have done in the past in different
areas of our geographical coverage.
We have tapped into local talent in the past and I would like to tap
deeper into our MRC for those that
could share their knowledge on a specific topic. As we move through the
competencies, if this is the field you
work in or have worked in or have personal experience and know of some
great resources-don’t be shy, speak
up!! Together we will make this MRC
stronger and more sustainable when
such knowledge and resources are
shared.
What is being asked of you?
First our bylaws do state that each volunteer should attend at least one training per year. Most MRCs require attendance at two trainings. Please mark
your calendars as dates and places are
set. Make a point to come and join us
one evening.

Work 3-11 pm or 11-7 am or
schedule so crowded at this time in your
life? Or just prefer online learning?
Check out the MRC-Train online which
is the national website for a number of
trainings MRC offers with CEUs for
those that need them. Send a copy of
the certificate to us. Why? Well, you get
credit for the time you put into the
training with a big thank you from me
and our unit has a tally of how many
have what level of knowledge in what
area. We have reports due each quarter
for the state and the national organization. We could do a better job reporting
this information.
Let’s start easy. Goal is to have
a minimum of 3 days worth of supplies
in the home for those ‘just in case moments’. Check out MRC-Train– They
have done a good job making it easy to
pick up trainings, print and save certificates. You can follow suggested courses
from the MRC competencies or supplement your career work or explore a
whole new learning pathway.
Check out FEMA– a link is provided on our website. The program IS
909 is a good place to start. Lots of ideas to help get your family prepared for
emergencies and lots of ideas to share
with your neighbors and organizations
of all kinds that you may be part of
through your personal choice like
church or through your children like
Scouts. Check out Ready.gov as well.
This is a great site for lists and children’s activities. Remember first you
take care of your family, then take care
of your neighbors, and then care for the
larger community.
Next steps are to build on what
we are reviewing and add new trainings. Public Health is becoming a bigger piece of MRC programs. February is
Heart Month and March is Nutrition
month . April is Public Health week the
first week . Onward and Forward!!
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MRC-TRAIN
is a national learning
network that provides
thousands of quality
training opportunities
to more than one million professionals
who protect and improve the public's
health.
Powered by
the Public Health
Foundation (PHF),
the TRAIN Learning
Network brings together agencies and
organizations in the
public health,
healthcare, and preparedness sectors to
disseminate, track,
and share trainings
for the health workforce on a single national online learning
management system
(LMS) platform. This
platform was built by
and for the health
workforce .
The TRAIN
Learning Network is
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comprised of the following three major
components:
-29 TRAIN affiliate
agencies, including 26
state health and preparedness agencies
-3 federal agencies —
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Medical
Reserve Corps (MRC),
and Veterans Health
Administration
(VHA).
These agencies
work together to coordinate and share
workforce trainings
and operate branded
portals on the TRAIN
LMS platform.
TRAIN Course
Providers: Government agencies, academic institutions,
professional associations, non-profits, and
other institutions post
content to TRAIN. The
PHF TRAIN team, as

well as TRAIN affiliate
agencies, work closely
with these course providers to build a catalog of thousands of
online courses and
other training content
that is openly available
to learners through
TRAIN. More than
97% of these trainings
are free. Many offer
CEUs and are aligned
with the Core Competencies for Public
Health Professionals
as well as other nationally recognized
standards.
Anyone can
register as a learner on
TRAIN at no cost. In
2015 alone, TRAIN
learners completed
more than 820,000
courses. More than
80% of learner course
registrations resulted
in course completions.

Wanted: Resources
Have you had
contact with a person,
program or agency that
has a lot of positives to
give to families? We
want to know about it
then!
Always looking
for ideas, resources and
programs we can share
with our MRC membership and with other

MRC units. Have you
seen a resource written or
from a presentor? We
want to know about it
then!
Have you seen or
heard of a great Public
Health community program? Do you have
some health fair ideas?
Do you have some activity
ideas to teach children

good health habits? We
want to know about
them!
Find something
interesting but not sure if
the MRC can do it.? We
want to know about it!
Every idea has -worth!
Call 978-928-3834 or
wachusettmrc@juno.com

Did you know that
April 3-7 is
Public Health Week?
Looking for a theme to share
with your church,
the scout troop or other
organization? A great first
source is Healthline.com
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trict who would need special care in an
emergency shelter.

Disaster Training in Charlottesville
Aims to Improve Adaptive Care

Northern NH Preparedness Conference

Dawn Brantley
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (WVIR) The Thomas Jefferson Medical Reserve
Corps is making sure people with disabilities will not have to worry about having adaptive care.
Nursing students, personal care assistants, registered nurses, and others with
a medical background volunteered their
time Saturday to further their emergency response training. They came together to learn how to care for those people
if they need to be sheltered during a disaster.
In the event of an evacuation emergency
- like flooding, fires, or hurricanes emergency responders want to make
sure everyone can be cared for in a shelter with dignity.
“The Americans with Disabilities
Act applies to all state and local governments, and it requires equal access to
emergency services and programs,” explained Virginia Department of Emergency Management Sheltering Coordinator Dawn Brantley.
The volunteers took time to learn to care
for those who have what healthcare professionals call "functional needs access
care." That can be anyone who has either a language barrier, or physical disability.
“Say you have a disability or you have
limited English proficiency, you are still
entitled to the same services that anybody else in the general public would
receive in a disaster. That’s a basic civil
right,” said Christopher Rini with the
Medical Reserve Corps
There are approximately 18,000 people
in the Thomas Jefferson Health Dis-

Aiming to foster resiliency throughout
the community before, during, and after
emergency scenarios, the North Country
Health Consortium hosted the first
Northern NH Preparedness Conference
on Nov. 4 at the Town & Country Inn
and Resort in Shelburne.

This three-part workshop covered a
spectrum of vital activities across preparedness, response, and recovery. Participants came away from the event with
the key understanding that preparing
and responding to emergency scenarios
begins long before disaster strikes.
“After all, everyone becomes an emergency responder in their own right when
faced with dire circumstances, and the
ability to effectively respond begins first
with awareness.” said Amy Jeroy, Public
Health Director North Country Health
Consortium, based in Littleton.
Kicking off the half-day workshop, participants learned an array of planning
considerations and practical steps to
adopt, as individuals, families, and employers, in order to stay safe and mitigate the effects from manmade and natural disasters. Emphasizing the pivotal
roles of situational awareness and mental planning, the Civilian Response to
Active Shooter Events (CRASE) course
that followed in the lineup outlined
strategies and a proven plan for citizens
to protect themselves and reduce dangers during live shooter scenarios.
Capping off the event, participants engaged in a guided discussion on postdisaster recovery, and how individuals
and organizations can come together to
leverage their communities in order to
maximize available resources, including
hope.
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MAResponds /CORI checks
On the our website is the
application to our unit and also the
CORI form. We do have privileges
to complete CORIs and the form on
our website covers our unit and
any use for MAResponds.

statewide event, you will be cleared
to respond.

An alternative is to have
your signature validated by a notary
public. And then forward the completed form to me . We must get
Many of you are missing
this process done and we must have
CORI forms or are in need of an up- pictures for badges.
dated form. It is recommended
We have made it a policy not
that periodically these forms be reto share information we have in our
viewed and updated.
own database or put it out on the
A very new requirement for internet. MAResponds has security
CORI forms is that a picture must
guards in place and information
be attached. Your license picture or entered into the database including
your Mass ID or other government the CORI acceptance, this inforpicture...even as bad as they may be. mation is not shared from
MAResponds. You may opt not to
The next step is the adminishave information shared with
trators signature validating that the
MAResponds.
information is correct—this is my
signature. Then I can forward this
Questions? 978-928-3834
to MAResponds and if we have a

Monthly MRC Network Well Check Webinars
Feel free to listen in!!
These monthly interactive webinars are intended to provide MRC units
with information on a wide variety of topics. These check-ups will allow us to have
an interactive discussion about the wellness
of our organization, ways to prevent issues,
overcome challenges, and strengthen our
network.
The Well Check Webinars are typically held on the first Tuesday of each
month at 2:00 pm ET. Please save the future
dates on your calendars. They will be about
60 minutes long and primarily focused on a
specified topic, with a Q & A period and
highlights from the field to be incorporated
into most webinars.
Join us for the next MRC Well
Check Webinar on Tuesday, February 7,
2017, at 2:00 pm ET. The webinar is titled

"Preparing and Responding to Winter &
Spring Disasters."
To join the MRC Network Well
Check Webinar online, please follow the
steps below:
Visit Well Check Webinar Login
Page to join the web conference.
https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/wcw/
Select "Enter as a Guest."
Type your name in the box provided and
click "Enter Room."
Please note we are using Adobe Connect as
a webinar platform. To test your computer
for compatibility prior to the meeting, go
to https://mrc.adobeconnect.com/common/
help/en/support/meeting_test.htm.
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Email: wachusettmrc@juno.com
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Save the Dates!!


Thursday February 16, 2017 6pm –8pm Gardner Chamber of Commerce
Theme-MRC and Us
29 Parker Street, Gardner
Light supper of pizza, chips, and drinks
Lots of hand outs– CEUs

Wednesday March 29, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Unraveling Incident Command
 Thursday May 11, 2017 Place to be determined
Theme - Disaster 101
 Saturday June 24, 2017 Annual meeting. Theme and Place in planning


Upcoming planning: Need ideas and resources for a Health Fair to be held at the First Congregational Church, Gardner in the fall sponsored by the church Health Ministry. The plan is to
have work with a number of groups, {i.e. our MRC unit, the local college}, to have a robust fair
reaching out the northern region.
Other meetings- State MRC Leaders meeting— May 2nd Sudbury @ Fire Academy
Preparedness Summit –Atlanta, Geogia April 25-28

